DANCE LIKE DAVID

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com  Artist: One Accord  CD: Flying  Level: Intermediate Plus

Wait through singing intro of “We’re going to Dance like David tonight....”

PART A
J W Brush –

\[ \text{DS DS (xif) DS BA SL RS DS DT (b) Br Up} \]

L R L R L R L R

2 Brushes

Chain Right (1 2 turn)

\text{REPEAT TO FRONT}

PART B
MJ Rocker –

\[ \text{DS DS(xib) RS(os) STEP RS RS DS RS} \]

L R LR LR LR LR LR

2 Jam Steps –

\[ \text{DS DT(os) Swing rt foot left & right RS} \]

L R R RL RL

MJ Rocker

2 Rock Hop Basics -

\[ \text{DS Heel Ba Heel St DS Heel Ba Heel St} \]

L R L R L R L R

2 DS

Roll Body (Pelvis forward, then chest, then upper body) (with music)

CHORUS

\[ \text{2 Triple Twist Vines (1 4 turn left each) – DS DS(xif) DT Twist Left Twist Right Chug DS DS RS RS} \]

(Turn on Chug)

L R L R L R L R RL RL RL

Ohio –

\[ \text{DS RS R Heel/ Flap Step DT DS DT Heel Up} \]

L R RL LR LR LR L R

Triple Right (1 2 turn)

Dance Like David –

\[ \text{DS/ KICK ST ST/ KICK ST/ KICK ST BA SL} \]

L R R R L R L R

2 Flatlander Pigeons –

\[ \text{DT Br Up DT Heels Out Heels In Lift(os) DT Br Up DT Heels Out Heels In Lift(os)} \]

L L L BOTH BOTH R R R BOTH BOTH L

PART C

Mountain Goat

2 Basics (1 4 turn left)

\text{REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES TO EACH WALL}

PART B – MJ Rocker, 2 J am Steps, MJ Rocker, 2 Rock-Hops, 2 DS, Roll Body

CHORUS – 2 Triple Twist Vines, Ohio, Triple, Dance Like David, 2 Flatlander Pigeons

PART D

Roseanne –

\[ \text{DS DT DS(xif) RS Kick DS Drag Step Step Step} \]

L R R LR L L R R

2 Flea Flickers

Double Basic Touch –

\[ \text{DS DS RS(os) Touch Toe (ib)} \]

L R LR L

Roseanne

4 Rock-Hop Basics (Throw hands in the air on “Praise Him”)

PART E

Blue Moon –

\[ \text{DS(xib) RS KICK(xif) KICK(ux) DS(xib) RS HEEL(wt) SNAP RS} \]

L L LR L LR LR L L RL

BasketBall Turn Basic (1 2 turn left)

Fancy Double

\text{REPEAT TO FRONT}

CHORUS – 2 Triple Twist Vines, Ohio, Triple, Dance Like David, 2 Flatlander Pigeons

PART B – MJ Rocker, 2 J am Steps, MJ Rocker, 2 Rock-Hops, 2 DS, Roll Body

CHORUS* – 2 Triple Twists, Ohio, Triple, Dance Like David, Double Basic Touch, Dance Like David, Stomp

SEQUENCE: A B CHORUS C B CHORUS D E CHORUS B CHORUS*